Independent heterologous fibrillation of insulin and its B-chain peptide.
Insulin is very prone to form amyloid fibrils under slightly destabilizing conditions, and the B-chain region plays a critical role in the fibrillation. We show here that the isolated B-chain peptide of bovine insulin also forms fibrils at both acidic and neutral pH. When a mixture of insulin and the B-chain peptide was incubated at either acidic or neutral pH, the formation of fibrils was clearly separated into two phases, with the faster phase corresponding to the formation of homogeneous fibrils from the B-chain and the slower phase corresponding to homogeneous fibrillation of insulin. To further investigate the interaction (or lack thereof) between the two polypeptides, we examined the effects of cross-seeding. The results indicate that seeds of B-chain fibrils accelerate the fibrillation of insulin at pH 1.6 and inhibit the fibrillation at pH 7.5, but seeds of insulin fibrils have little effect on the fibrillation of the B-chain. We conclude that at pH 7.5 simultaneous independent homologous fibrillation occurs, but at low pH, heterologous fibrillation takes place, and with B-chain seeding of insulin, a unique conformation of fibrils is formed. Our results demonstrate that in the co-aggregation of closely related peptides each peptide species may undergo concurrent homogeneous or heterologous polymerization and that fibrils of one species may or may not seed fibrillation of the other. The results demonstrate the significant "species" barrier in amyloid fibril formation between fibrillation induced by different fibrils. A model for the fibrillation of the heterogeneous system of insulin and B-chain insulin is proposed.